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Sea$Surface$Temperature$(Field$Infrared$Imagery)$
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Breaking$Waves$under$Variable$Wind,$Veronis$et$al.,$2008$

Relevant$spa;al$scales$

range$many$orders$of$

magnitude$from$~10000$km$

to$submeter$and$smaller$

$
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<$1$mm$ >$10000$km$

<$1$sec$
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Re$number$in$the$ocean$is$typically$very$large!$

The$larger$the$Reynolds$Number$$(UL/ν)$the$greater$the$distance$

between$the$energy$subrange$and$the$dissipa;on$subrange.$

“Big$whorls$have$lible$

whorls$

$That$feed$on$their$

velocity$

$And$lible$whorls$have$

lesser$whorls$

$And$so$on$to$viscosity.”$

BL.F.$Richardson$(1922)$



Parameterizing$Turbulence$$

The$Quest$for$Improved$Ocean$Predic;on$

Molecular$Mixing$$ $ $ $Turbulent$S;rring $$

FD +FAdvectiveFD ≡ −κ∇T

Smyth$and$Moum$2000$

F ≡ −K∇T

Nonlinear$Terms$

depend$on$the$

flow!$

K$is$a$property$of$

the$flow$not$the$

fluid!!!$

advective terms ~ u ∂T
∂x

How$do$we$proceed?$

1. Measure$at$scales$where$

mixing$occurs$

2. Make$inferences$from$largeB

scale$proper;es$&$flow$



A$bathythermograph,$Spilhaus,$1938$

Bathythermograph:$

$$con;nuous$measurement$of$ocean$temperature$

“s#c#on”(a*ributed(to((
fric#on(by(the(recording(
stylus(rather(than(ocean(

microstructure(

BT$were$lowered$through$the$ocean$on$a$wire,$

measuring$ocean$temperature$based$on$the$

expansion/compression$of$copper$tubing$filled$

with$xylene.$Pressure$changes$in$the$tubing$

were$transmibed$to$a$spring$and$stylus,$which$

recorded$the$signal$on$a$glass$slide.$$Water$

pressure$caused$the$glass$slide$to$shin$in$depth,$

leaving$a$trace$of$temperature$with$depth,$“a$

temperature$profile”.$Prior$to$this$;me$

temperature$was$measured$at$discrete$depths$

with$reversing$thermometers.$
midB1930s$to$1970s$

Direct$Measurements$



By$the$early$1950s,$temperature$measurements$from$thermocouples$and$

thermistors$had$sensi;vi;es$of$a$few$thousandths$of$a$degree$Celsius.$

Direct$Measurements$Thermistors$&$Thermocouples:$

$$highBresolu;on$of$ocean$temperature$

Used$on…$

•  Profilers$

•  Towed$bodies$

•  Submarines$

$





cold$film$$

(temperature)$

hot$film$$

(velocity)$

thermistor$

Navy%Sponsored%Development%
“stra;fica;on$might$effec;vely$

suppress$any$turbulence$that$did$

occur,$causing$a$turbulent$

submarine$wake$to$stand$out$

(Stewart,$personal$comm.)”$$

$ $ $Bfrom$Gregg$1991$

Direct$Measurements$HotBFilm$Anemometer:$

$$velocity$microstructure$

Grant,$Stewart,$and$Moilliet$[1962]$

$

resolu;on$of$the$

iner;al$subrange$

and$confirma;on$

of$theory$



Direct$Measurements$

FreeBfalling$Turbulence$Profilers$

Michael$Gregg$with$Charles$Cox’s$

$Microstructure$Recorder$(MSR)$

development$

midB1960s$

•  The$MSR$had$glass$rod$thermistors$

(sensi;vity$10$μ°C)$that$originally$

recorded$internally$on$paper$charts!$

•  Airfoil$turbulent$velocity$sensor$for$use$
in$the$ocean$was$pioneered$by$Tom$

Osborn$(Cox’s$student)$in$the$

midB1970s.$The$airfoil$senor$is$superior$

to$the$hotBwire$approach$in$the$ocean$

due$to$strong$turbulence$and$large$

temperature$changes.$

$

•  Several$groups$developed$different$$
instrument$systems$in$tandem$during$

the$midB1970s$through$the$1980s.$

•  Gregg$APL$(AMP)$

•  Caldwell$&$Moum$OSU$

•  Toole$&$Schmib$WHOI$

$

$

$



!

AMP$

APL/UW$

Direct$Measurements$
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OSU’s$Chameleon$

Direct$Measurements$



“Typical”$profiles$of$turbulence$over$a$small$bank$$$(Nash(&(Moum(2001)(
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Compu;ng$Epsilon$

Eric$D’Asaro$Applied$Physics$Lab,$UW$

From$TKE$dissipa;on$rate$(ε)$we$

can$es;mate$the$effec;ve$

turbulent$diffusivity$by$assuming$

a$balance$between$shear$

produc;on,$buoyancy$flux,$and$

dissipa;on$(Osborn$1980)$

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Kρ =
Rfε

(1− Rf )N2$

Kρ =
Γε
N 2$



Direct$Measurements$Other$Approaches:$$

Dye$Injec;ons$

Woods 1968 



Large$scale$dye$injec;ons$to$$

determine$the$integrated$effect$of$mixing$
$

$Brazil$Basin$result$aner$14$months$

ini;al$injec;on$point$

concentrated$dye$$

$B$weak$mixing$

diffuse$dye$$

–$strong$mixing$

Direct$Measurements$

Ledwell,$WHOI$



$sound$speed$c=c(T,p)(

Ross$and$Lueck$2003$

Other$Approaches:$$

HighBFrequency$Acous;cs$
scabering$from$smallBscale$sound$speed$$

fluctua;ons$caused$by$T$and$S$microstructure$

Direct$Measurements$



Moum$et$al.$2003$

High$Frequency$Acous;cs$for$

Flow$Imaging$

Direct$Measurements$



Direct$Measurements$

courtesy$Amy$Waterhouse$

Boxes$show$historical$loca;ons$from$microstructure$$

Profilers,$all$other$es;mates$based$on$parameteriza;ons.$



Compu;ng$Epsilon$

Eric$D’Asaro$Applied$Physics$Lab,$UW$

From$TKE$dissipa;on$rate$(ε)$we$

can$es;mate$the$effec;ve$

turbulent$diffusivity$by$assuming$

a$balance$between$shear$

produc;on,$buoyancy$flux,$and$

dissipa;on$(Osborn$1980)$
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Lee(waves(in(
oscilla3ng(flows(over(
abrupt(topography(
can(directly(break.(
$

"$turbulence$may$be$

wellBconstrained$

if$all$supercri;cal$

modes$break$

$

" Waves$radiate$

away$from$genera;on$

sites$

Klymak,(Legg(&(Pinkel(
(2012(a,b(

(
(
$

(

Jody(Klymak(–(nonhydrosta#c(sims(

Internal$WavesB$Part$of$the$Energy$Cascade$$Inferences$



Harper$Simmons$(University$of$Alaska)$$

Generalized$Ocean$Layer$Dynamics$Model$(Adcron$&$Hallberg,$GFDL)$

50$layer,$1/8o$isopycnal,$Boussinesq,$hydrosta;c,$forced$for$6$years$w/$realis;c$winds$(rel.$

vor;city;$above),$then$the$;des$are$turned$on$(8$cons;tuents)$

The$Fate$of$the$Waves$that$Get$Away$ Inferences$



internal$wave$enhancement$

via$topographic$roughness$

SF6((Ledwell(et(al(2000)$

 Fate of internal tides IV: other nonlinear wave-wave interactions

Steady downscale transfer of energy through 
weakly nonlinear wave-wave interactions 

maintains these spectral shapes (?) 
[McComas and Muller 81, Muller et al 86]

vertical wavenumber
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strongly nonlinear regim
e

Dissipation

wave-wave interactions

“Has their been any progress since 1986?”

Theoretical progress: 

Overview of observations: a family of spectra.—Below
we present a summary of historical oceanic internal wave
energy spectra. These observations are reanalyzed to
study whether the high-frequency, high-wave-number
spectra may form a pattern. We review seven data sets
available in the literature. We shall present a detailed
analysis of these data sets elsewhere; here we just list
them along with their high-frequency, high-wave-
number asymptotics. Let us assume that, in this limit,
the three-dimensional wave action n!k; m" can be ap-
proximated by horizontally isotropic power laws of the
form

nk;m # n0jkj$xjmj$y ; (2)

where k is the horizontal wave vector, k # jkj is its
modulus, m is the vertical wave number, and n0 is a
constant.

Using the linear dispersion relation of internal waves,
!k;m / jkj=m, this action spectrum can be transformed
from the wave-number space !k;m" to the vertical wave-
number-frequency space !!;m". Multiplication by the
frequency yields the corresponding energy spectrum,

E!m;!" / !2$xm2$x$y:

The total energy of the wave field is then

E #
Z

!!k; m"n!k; m" dkdm #
Z

E!!;m" d!dm:

Below we list extant data sets with concurrent vertical
profile and current meter observations and some major
experiments utilizing moored arrays, along with our best
estimate of their high-wave-number high-frequency
asymptotics (the order is chronological).

The Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment (MODE),
March–July 1973, Sargasso Sea (260%00 N, 69%400 W):
m$2:25!$1:6 [13].

The Internal Wave Experiment (IWEX), 40 d observa-
tions in November–December 1973, Sargasso Sea ther-
mocline (27%440 N, 69%510 W): k$2:4&0:4!$1:75 [14].

The Arctic Internal Wave Experiment (AIWEX),
March to May of 1985, Canada Basin thermocline,
(74% N, 143%–146% W): m$2:15!$1:2 [15,16].

The Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment
(FASINEX), January to June of 1986, Sargasso Sea ther-
mocline (27% N, 70% W): m$1:9 to$2:0!$1:75 [17,18].

Patches Experiment (PATCHEX), 7.5 d during October
of 1986, eastern Subtropical North Pacific, (34% N,
127% W): m$1:75!$1:65 to$2:0 [19].

The Surface Wave Process Program (SWAPP)
experiment, 12 d during March, 1990, eastern Sub-
tropical North Pacific thermocline, (35% N, 127% W):
m$1:9!$2:0 [20].

North Atlantic Tracer Release Experiment (NATRE),
February–October 1992, eastern Subtropical North

Atlantic thermocline, (26% N, 29% W): m$2:75!$0:6 (for
1<!< 6 cpd) [21].

These deep ocean observations (Fig. 1) exhibit a higher
degree of variability than one might anticipate for a
universal spectrum. Moreover, the deviations from the
GMh spectral power laws form a pattern: they seem to
roughly fall upon a curve with negative slope in the !x; y"
plane. We show in the next section that the predictions of
wave turbulence theory are consistent with this pattern.

A wave turbulence formulation for the internal wave
field.—In this section we assume that the internal wave
field can be viewed as a field of weakly interacting
waves, thus falling into the class of systems describable
by wave turbulence. Wave turbulence is a universal
statistical theory for the description of an ensemble of
weakly interacting particles or waves. This theory has
contributed to our understanding of spectral energy
transfer in complex systems [22], and has been used for
describing surface water waves since pioneering works
by Hasselmann [23], Benney and Newell [24], and
Zakharov [25,26].

The dynamics of oceanic internal waves can be most
easily described in isopycnal (i.e., density) coordinates,
which allow for a simple and intuitive Hamiltonian de-
scription [12]. To describe the wave field, we introduce
two variables: a velocity potential !!r;"" and an isopyc-
nal straining !!r;"". The horizontal velocity is given by
the isopycnal gradient r of the velocity potential,
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GM
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MODE

AIWEX

NATRE

FASINEX

SWAPP
PATCHEX

FIG. 1 (color). Ocean observations and analytical zeros of the
kinetic Eq. (4) in the !x; y" plane, with the high-frequency
action spectrum given by the power law (2). Solid red dots
represent the thermodynamical equilibrium solution, the
closed-form zero [5], and the GMh spectrum (1). Blue circles
represent different observational sets. The solid black curve
marks the numerically computed zeros of the kinetic equation.
Contour lines of the right-hand side of Eq. (4) with high-
frequency action spectrum given by the power law (2),
I!x; y", are also shown, with red curves corresponding to
positive values and blue curves to negative values.

P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
26 MARCH 2004VOLUME 92, NUMBER 12

128501-2 128501-2

Hamiltonian formulation shows multiple steady state 
solutions with a family of spectral shapes, 
corresponds to variation in data.  [Lvov and Tabak 01, 

Lvov and Tabak 04, Lvov et al 04, Polzin 04 (x 2) ]

$

baroclinic$genera;on$from$

topographic$roughness$$

(e.g.$Bell,(1975)$

+$

nonlinear$wave$transfers$$

to$high$wavenumbers$&$

turbulence.$$

(Polzin(2004,etc)((

Polzin(et(al,(1997(



…weak$diapycnal$diffusivity$over$

smooth$southern$ocean$

topography$

diffusivity are subject to a number of added approxi-
mations (Gregg 1989; Kunze et al. 2006). The Southern
Ocean is a large and energetic part of the ocean that has
until very recently remained unsampled by the more di-
rect methods.
Here we report a direct measurement of diapycnal

diffusivity of a passive tracer in deep water, along with
finescale shear and turbulent dissipationmeasurements in
the strongly wind-driven Antarctic Circumpolar Current
(ACC). Our study is part of the Diapycnal and Isopycnal
Mixing Experiment in the Southern Ocean (DIMES).

2. Observations and results

a. Tracer diffusion

The tracer, 76 kg of trifluoromethyl sulphur penta-
fluoride (CF3SF5), was released from Research Vessel
(R/V)RogerRevelle on the 27.906 kg m23 neutral density
surface in two 20-km-long streaks forming an ‘‘X’’ pattern
near 588S, 1078W in early February of 2009 (Fig. 1). This
locationwas between the Polar Front and the Subantarctic
Front, where the depth of the target isopycnal surface
was approximately 1500 m. The mean salinity, tempera-
ture, and pressure during injection were 34.6484, 2.2958C,
and 1573 dbar, respectively. The target surface lay near

the boundary between Upper and Lower Circumpolar
DeepWater, about 100 m below the oxygen minimum.
Hydrographic characteristics near the injection site, in-
cluding front locations, were very similar to those seen
in World Ocean Circulation Experiment Section P18
(McTaggart et al. 1996; Talley 2007), which passed near
this site. The initial diapycnal distribution of the tracer
was measured with conventional CTD rosette casts and
with a towed array of integrating samplers (Ledwell et al.
1998). The mean of the 11 rosette profiles that found
tracer (Fig. 2) indicates that the center of mass of the
tracer was about 3 m below the target surface, possibly
because of sinking before the tracer dissolved; the rms
spread of the tracer, transformed to depth through the
mean density gradient, was 5.5 m. The mean profile from
three tows (not shown) of the integrating samplers was
similar.
The tracer patch was surveyed a year later, in January–

February of 2010, from R/V Thomas G. Thompson
(Fig. 1). Eighty-two vertical profiles with measurable
tracer concentration were obtained with a conventional
CTD rosette. When averaged as a function of neutral
density and then transformed to depth coordinates through
themean depth–density relation for the survey region, they
yield a near-Gaussian mean profile with a standard

FIG. 1. Bathymetric chart showing the 2009 injection site (fuchsia plus sign near 1078W), 2010
CTD/tracer stations (filled circles, with color indicating tracer column integral; nmol m22),
HRP2 stations (upright triangles), DMP stations (inverted triangles), and 2009 EM-APEX
float tracks (three yellow-brown tracks starting at the tracer release site and representing drifts
of 63, 274, and 283 days). The inset shows the full 2010 cruise track; the dashed box marks the
boundaries of the expanded-scale plot.
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deviation of 29.5 m (Fig. 2). Although the depth of the
target neutral density surface shoaled from 1800 to
1000 m from north to south across the tracer patch, the
vertical density stratification in the layer occupied by
the tracer was fairly constant at 2.65 3 1024 kg m24,
with root-mean-square variations of 0.183 1024 kg m24,
uncorrelated with the depth. The center of the 1-yr-
average profile was within a few meters of the initial
isopycnal surface, with uncertainty arising mainly from
salinity calibrations. Evolution of the initial profile to
the 1-yr profile was modeled with the one-dimensional
diffusion equation and a constant diffusivity (Ledwell
et al. 1998). The resulting diffusivity estimate, which
reflects diapycnal mixing over the entire region occupied
by the tracer indicated in Fig. 1 and over a full year, is
(1.36 0.2)3 1025 m2 s21. The uncertainty is an estimate
of the 95% confidence interval based on variations of the
cost function with diffusivity in the model, uncertainty
in the appropriate density profile to apply, and also on
the different result obtained (1.33 3 1025 vs 1.28 3
1025 m2 s21) by simply calculating diffusivity from the
difference between the second moment of Gaussians fit
to the initial and final profiles.

b. Microstructure profiling

Measurements of fine- andmicroscale parameters were
acquired at a subset of tracer survey stations during the
2010 cruise using two profiling instrument systems: High
Resolution Profiler 2 (HRP2), built at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, and a Rockland Scientific
International, Inc., DeepMicrostructure Profiler (DMP).
HRP2 is similar to the original HRP (Schmitt et al. 1988).
Further details on the DMP instrument system are de-
scribed online (at http://www.rocklandscientific.com).
Both instruments measure centimeter-scale shear (›u/›z),
fromwhich the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
« 5 (15n/2)(›u/›z)2 may be estimated, where n is the
molecular viscosity and isotropy is assumed. For the en-
semble of 49 dissipation profiles acquired in the area of
the tracer patch, the average dissipation rate based on
samples within 6250 m of the tracer release isopycnal
was 1.09 3 10210 W kg21. Ninety-five-percent confi-
dence bounds, derived using a bootstrap procedure in-
volving repeated subsampling of the available 1-m
dissipation estimates, range between 9.93 3 10211 and
1.19 3 10210 W kg21. The corresponding diapycnal dif-
fusivity estimate, derived assuming a turbulent kinetic
energy budget in statistical steady state (Osborn 1980),
is kr 5 Gh«i/hN2i5 (0.756 0.07)3 1025 m2 s21, where
G is the mixing efficiency parameter, taken to be 0.2
[see, e.g., Oakey (1982) and St. Laurent and Schmitt
(1999) for justification of this choice], and hN2i is the
average buoyancy gradient over the tracer patch.
The area-averaged dissipation profile for the tracer

survey region (averages done on pressure surfaces) de-
creased roughly monotonically with depth below the
surface layers that are directly forced by the atmosphere
(Fig. 3a). The corresponding diffusivity profile exhibits
a local minimum between 500- and 1000-m depth where
average values fall to around 5 3 1026 m2 s21, just
40 times the molecular diffusivity for temperature
(Fig. 3b). Average diffusivity increased to around 1.2 3
1025 m2 s21 at and below 2000 m. The regional water
depth is approximately 4700 m, averaged along the survey
track of Fig. 1, and the bottom is smooth when compared
with other sectors of the ACC. The deepest micro-
structure profiles of the survey ranged in height above
local bottom between 213 and 2180 m with an average
of 1084 m. No evidence of enhanced deep turbulent
dissipation was seen in those profiles that extended to
within 500 m of the bottom.

c. Finescale shear measurements

Instability and breaking of internal waves is believed
to be the principal source of energy for turbulence in the
ocean interior (Munk 1981). Finescale velocity profile

FIG. 2. Mean tracer profiles. The ordinate is height relative to the
mode of the initial profile. Dashed curve: initial mean concentration
measured shortly after release, multiplied by 0.005. Solid curve: final
mean profile measured 1 yr later. The gray uncertainty envelope is
based on variations of the shape of individual profiles, as in Ledwell
and Bratkovich (1995). Dash–dotted curve: final profile for an in-
tegration of the one-dimensional diffusion equation, starting with
the initial profile, for a diapycnal diffusivity of 1.28 3 1025 m2 s21.
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Ledwell(et(al(2011(
find$“weak$mixing”$in$

the$Southern$Ocean$

Interior$

SF6$dye$diffusion$

data were acquired by HRP2 during the 2010 cruise
using procedures similar to Schmitt et al. (1988), and on
longer a time scale by freely drifting Electromagnetic
Autonomous Profiling Explorer (EM-APEX) floats
(Sanford et al. 2005, 2007). Three EM-APEX floats
were deployed with the tracer injection and sampled
from 3 February to 27 November 2009 (Fig. 1); four
more were launched within the tracer patch during the
2010 R/V Thompson cruise. Sampling was primarily in
bursts of four profiles (two up and two down, reaching
1500 and 2000 m) every 5 days, with the up-profile pair
separated by one-half times the local inertial frequency
(approximately 7 h) to allow for diagnosis of near-inertial
motions. Horizontal velocity components were processed
using a 50-s (approximately 6 m) window and the local
geomagnetic parameters from the International Geo-
magnetic Reference Field (Macmillan and Maus 2005).
Vertical wavenumber power spectral energy density

estimates (Puu andPyy) forHRP2andEM-APEXprofiles
were computed from 500-m segments of east (u) and
north (y) velocity components centered on the tracer
isopycnal depth and, in the latter case, corrected for the
processing window by dividing by sinc2(kzl0), where kz
is the wavenumber (cpm) and l0 5 6 m. Shear periodo-
grams were then computed as Ps 5 (Puu 1 Pyy)(2pkz)

2,
and the respective ensembles of periodograms were av-
eraged together to generate the shear spectra in Fig. 4a.
Shear variance time series (Fig. 4b) were computed by

integrating the individual EM-APEX shear periodo-
grams below 0.1 cpm.
Finescale shear variability about the tracer injection

isopycnal sampled during the R/V Thompson cruise by
the HRP2 (Fig. 4a) was similar in vertical wavenumber
content and somewhat higher in level than the so-called
Garrett–Munk (GM) spectrum that characterizes the
midlatitude background internal wave field (Garrett and
Munk 1975; Cairns andWilliams 1976; Gregg andKunze
1991). Models relating finescale shear to turbulent dis-
sipation rate (e.g., Gregg 1989; Polzin et al. 1995) predict
a ‘‘background’’ diffusivity of kGM 5 0.53 1025 m2 s21

and a scaling of diffusivity with the square of the shear
spectral level, that is, model diffusivity varying with the
fourth power of the shear. Thus, for the HRP2 shear
spectral level of 1.23 GM (below 23 1022 cpm, where
the level is uncontaminated by instrument motion), these
models predict a diapycnal diffusivity of 1.5 3 kGM 5
0.75 3 1025 m2 s21, identical to the estimate based on
the turbulent dissipation estimates.
The average shear spectrum from the EM-APEX

floats deployed during the 2010 cruise is at a level nearly
identical to that sampled by the HRP2 (Fig. 4a). The
2009 group, of longer duration and thus returning data
that were more representative of the conditions seen by
the evolving tracer patch, measured an average shear
spectral level of 1.53GM. This corresponds to a model
diffusivity of 2.33 kGM5 1.153 1025 m2 s21, very close

FIG. 3. Mean profiles of (a) turbulent kinetic energy dissipation « and (b) diapycnal diffusivity kr, estimated from
velocity microstructure data. Mean estimates of « and kr are off scale in the upper 100 m, reaching values of 1 3
1027 W kg21 and 1 3 1023 m2 s21, respectively.
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turbulent$microstructure$



…towards$a$global$map$of$turbulent$viscosity/diffusivity$$$

E=f(k,h,N)$+$adBhoc$F(z)$&$constant$q$$
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PATCHEX 

0 1 10 -0 101 10 2 10 3 10 -1ø' 10 -9 10 -8 
2 s-2 10 2N/s -1 10 6<Slo >/ œ/Wkg -1 

Fig. 1. The average N profile for PATCHEX decreases rapidly above 2.4 MPa and slowly at greater pressures. 
Below 2.4 MPa, (S•2o) • S•M. Through both the shallow and deep thermoclines, the observed average is very 
close to 2 SHW F. The data are averaged over 0.1 MPa. 

RING8œI 

During an outbreak of cold air in January 1983, we ob- 
served the convective deepening of the mixed layer in warm- 
core ring 821 [Shau and Gregg, 1986; Kunze, 1986; JogIce and 
Stalcup, 1985]. While waiting for the cold air to arrive, we 
profiled within 30 km of the ring center. The stability pro- 
files show a surface mixed layer shallower than 0.35 MPa and 
a deeper minimum in N between 0.8 and 1.3 MPa, appar- 
ently the result of an earlier storm or of slope water flooding 
the ring. Although the water column is diffusively unstable 
and contains many prominent thermohaline intrusions, Lar- 
son [1988] concludes that s is too large to be produced by 
double diffusion. Nor are the regions of high dissipation 
consistently related to the intrusions or to the cyclostrophic 
shear of the ring. Hence, internal wave breakdown is the 
only plausible source of the elevated dissipation; indeed, 
above 1.5 MPa <S•0 S 4 / aM) is as much as 100 times that 
for PATCHEX (Figure 2, middle panel). 

Compared with PATCHEX, (e)/v<N 2) is very large, 80- 
2200 (Figure 2). For reference, when (s)/v(N 2) < 16, re- 
stratification of the energy-containing scales quenches the 
net buoyancy flux in stratified grid wakes [Rohr et al., 1987], 
and when (e)/v(N 2) > 200, dissipation-scale velocity fluc- 
tuations are isotropic [Gargett et al., 1984]. Normalizing 
(e) by v{N 2) clearly demonstrates the inadequacy of scal- 
ing only with N: the vertical average is 58 times that for 
PATCHEX, compared to 1.52 when (s) is normalized by 
{SlW) (Table 2). Considering only the more active region 
above 1.5 Mea, the vertical averages are (e)/v<N 2 ) = 1301 

and {s}/{sirw} = 1.02. Therefore, the scaling reduces two 
decades of variability in {s} to an octave. 
PA TCHEX North 

Transiting north after PATCHEX, we took a line of AMP 
profiles across a mature coastal jet, ending with five MSP 
profiles in the center of the jet. The shallow thermocline is 
thin, with N falling to No at 1.1 MPa. Throughout the pro- 
file, {s} is high (Figures 2 and 3), occurring in thick patches 
unrelated to either the numerous thermohaline intrusions or 
to the coastal jet. Hence, shear is tke only plausible source 
of the turbulence, as in the warm-core ring. Consistent with 
this inference, 4 4 <S10/SGM > averages 9.9 (Table 2). 

Scaling e by •(N • ) yields levels 9 times PATCHEX (Table 
2); but scaling by (elW) gives a vertical average only 1.1 
times PATCHEX. Therefore, PATCHEX north is a second 
example of large dissipations in surprising agreement with 
the internal wave scaling. 

DRIFTER 

The DRIFTER observations were taken in the California 
Current during October 1982 while we followed a float teth- 
ered to a drogue at I MPa [Gregg et al., 1986]. Both the 
site and the water column are similar to PATCHEX, except 
that several moderately strong near-inertial features persist 
in the data for several days. The strongest accounts for the 
elevated shear between 1.6 and 1.7 MPa (Figure 4). Largely 
owing to the near-inertial features, the vertical average of 
<Sol SGM > is 2.2 (Table 2). 
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Moving$Forward$Extended$Time$Series$1.$

New$(Autonomous)$Pla�orms$2.$

How$do$we$proceed?$

1. Measure$at$scales$where$

mixing$occurs$

2. Make$inferences$from$

largeBscale$proper;es$&$

flow$



Extended$Time$Series:$

Moored$χpods$
$

Example$from$RAMA$Array$

1.$



New$Pla�orms:$Toward$Integra;on$in$the$Global$ARGO$Array$
$

2.$



1.   Turbulence(measurements(in(the(ocean(have(benefited(from(a(
“long”(history(of(mul3ple(groups(working(to(adapt(and(apply(
new(methods(in(an(opera3onally(challenging(environment.(

2.   Turbulence(is(a(property(of(the(flow.(It(is(patchy(and(
intermiHent.(Measurements(need(to(be(made(so(that(
turbulence(is(adequately(sampled,(and(so(that(we(can(relate(
mixing(back(to(process(resolvable(by(models.(

3.   We(need(new(measurement(approaches(to((increase(our(
sampling(capabili3es(both(in(terms(of(3me(and(space(
resolu3on.(This(basically(means(adap3ng(sensing(technology(to(
new(plaNorms((moorings,(floats,(gliders,(driPers,(etc.).(

(

Summary$


